Innate immune collectin surfactant protein D simultaneously binds both neutrophil extracellular traps and carbohydrate ligands and promotes bacterial trapping.
Neutrophils release DNA-based extracellular traps to capture and kill bacteria. The mechanism(s) and proteins that promote neutrophil extracellular trap (NET)-mediated bacterial trapping are not clearly established. Surfactant protein D (SP-D) is an innate immune collectin present in many mucosal surfaces. We hypothesized that SP-D can bind both the pathogens and NETs to augment NET-mediated bacterial trapping. To test this hypothesis, we used LPS and Pseudomonas aeruginosa pneumonia mouse models and performed in vivo and ex vivo assays. In this study, we show that NETs are produced by the neutrophils recruited to the airways in response to the bacterial ligand. Notably, NETs are detected as short fragments of DNA-protein complexes in the airways as opposed to the long stringlike structures seen in ex vivo cultures. SP-D recognizes both the short NET fragments and the long NET DNA structures. SP-D-NET copurification studies further show that SP-D can simultaneously recognize NETs and carbohydrate ligands in vivo. Similar to the LPS model, soluble DNA-protein complexes and increased amounts of SP-D are detected in the murine model of P. aeruginosa pneumonia. We then tested the effect of SP-D on NET-mediated trapping of P. aeruginosa by means of Western blots, fluorescence microscopy, and scanning electron microscopy. Results of these experiments show that SP-D microagglutinates P. aeruginosa and allows an efficient bacterial trapping by NETs. Collectively, these findings provide a unique biological relevance for SP-D-DNA interactions and places SP-D as an important innate immune protein that promotes bacterial trapping by NETs during neutrophil-mediated host defense.